Characterizing dynamic gene expression pattern and predicting patient outcome is now significant and will be of more interest in the future with large scale clinical investigation of microarrays. However, there is currently no method that has been developed for prediction of patient outcome using longitudinal gene expression, where gene expression of patients is being monitored across time. Here, we propose a novel prediction approach for patient survival time that makes use of time course structure of gene expression. This method is applied to a burn study. The genes involved in the final predictors are enriched in the inflammatory response and immune system related pathways. Moreover, our method is consistently better than prediction methods using individual time point gene expression or simply pooling gene expression from each time point.
Introduction
Microarray technology is dramatically changing studies in molecular biology, permitting the generation of high-throughput data on a global scale. In particular, one of the most exciting areas of application has been its use in clinic studies. Microarray technology helps investigators gain a fresh understanding of disease processes at the molecular level, and aids in the classification of diseases as well as the identification of new subtypes of diseases. Furthermore, depending on an individual's genetic information, investigators will be able to diagnose and prognose, as well as come up with a treatment plan. This will lead to the realization of "personalized medicine".
In methodology, finding associations between expression profiles and phenotypic data is the key to applying gene expression to a clinical study. In the stationary gene expression scenario, the main challenge is the well-known "p n" paradigm. Dimension reduction methods have been studied extensively when mRNA abundances are measured from DNA microarrays at individual time points. In summary, two strategies are distinguished in dimension reduction: feature selection and feature extraction. Partial least squares regression, see Nguyen and Rocke (2002) , Aastveit and Martens (1986) , Martens and et al. (1986) , Jacobsen, Kolset, and et al. (1986) , Cramer, Bunce, and et al. (1988) , Helland (1990) , Faigle, Poppi, and et al. (1991) , Wakeling and Morris (1993) , Yeh and Spiegelman (1994) , Yo u n g (1994), Holcomb, Hjalmarsson, and et al. (1997) , Chun and Keles (2010) and ridge regression Jain (1985) , Lecessie and Va n h o u w e l i n g e n (1992), Hoerl and Kennard (1990) , Va n g a a n s and Vriend (1990) , Pliskin (1990) , Hertz (1991) , Gana (1995) , Forrester and Kalivas (2004) , Hu (2005) , Farkas and Heberger (2005) , Maruyama and Strawderman (2005) , Ozkale (2008) , Akdeniz and Tabakan (2009) are techniques of dimension reduction. Compared with the L 2 − penalty used in ridge regression, Tibshirani developed the Lasso method using L 1 − penalty in 1996, see Tibshirani (1996) . The L 1 − penalty has a feature selection procedure that shrinks some of the coefficients to zero. In 2002, Tibshirani et al proposed a nearest shrunken centroid method to classify subtypes of a disease, see Bair and Tibshirani (2004) . Another competitive method is the supervised principal component analysis (SPC) which was developed by Bair, Hastie, and et al. (2006) . It contains two dimension reduction steps. This method first performs an univariate supervised feature selection, then constructs the principal components accompanied by a feature extraction. This method can be used in both quantitative outcome and survival outcome scenarios. These stationary gene expression data based methods have been successfully applied to identify biomarkers and predict patient outcomes especially for cancer disease, see Korde, Lusa, and et al. (2010) , Desmedt, Haibe-Kains, and et al. (2009 ), Pandit, Kennette, and et al. (2009 ), Pandit et al. (2009 , Karlsson, Delle, and et al. (2008) , Schorge, D., and et al. (2009), Naderi, Teschendorff, and , Lin, Friederichs, and et al. (2007) , Schneeweiss, Lichter, and et al. (2006) , Nimeus-Malmstrom, Ritz, and et al. (2006) .
In clinical studies, more and more investigators monitor the status of patients and measure the longitudinal gene expression. In the study of longitudinal gene expression, many methods have been employed that extract temporal patterns of differential expression. Storey, Xiao, and et al. (2005) used a spline-based approach to detect changes in expression over time within a single biological group or to detect differences of the behavior of expression over time between two groups. Yu a n (2006), Yu a n , Li, and et al. (2008) applied hidden Markov models to analyze microarray time course data under multiple biological conditions. Tai (2006) developed a multivariate empirical Bayes statistic to detect differentially expressed genes. Ma, Zhong, and Liu (2009) proposed a functional ANOVA mixed-effect model to model time course gene expression observations and identify differentially expressed genes. Zhou, Xu, Herndon, Tompkins, Davis, Xiao, and Wong (2010) proposed TANOVA to simultaneously handle the time course and factorial structure in microarray data. However, to our knowledge, no prediction method using the longitudinal structure has been published yet.
In this paper, we propose a novel prediction framework using longitudinal gene expression. We applied our method to the survival prediction of burn patients. By utilizing the longitudinal structure, we obtain much better performance of prediction than using the individual time points or simply pooling the gene expression from all time points.
2 Survival prediction using longitudinal gene expression
We assume there are p features (e.g. genes) measured on N observations across t time points. Let X g denote the N ×t matrix, which is the expression matrix of gene g across t time points. Let Y be an N-vector of outcome measurements. The outcome can be the survival times subject to censoring. To make use of the time course information, we evaluate gene response based on information pooled across time. Specifically, we search for a direction in the t−dimensional time space that has the strongest response signal of interest, and extracts a predictor based on the projection of this direction. We name the direction "optimal direction". This direction captures the gene response related to the outcome. The paragraphs below are ordered as follows. First, we give the estimation of "optimal direction". Second, we introduce the procedure for model selection and the extraction of final predictors.
Estimating the optimal direction
The unknown optimal direction is gene specific and dependent upon the outcome variable of interest as well as the objective function we choose. To estimate the direction, we first define an appropriate objective function. The objective function is required to capture the correlation between the outcome and longitudinal gene expression. We propose a gene specific multivariate Cox regression model to capture the correlation between time course gene expression and survival outcome. For each gene, we treat gene expression of each time point as a variable. Consider a model in which we start with a baseline hazard function λ 0 (t). We then want to model the influence of time course gene expression on this baseline hazard. We ignore the subscript of genes. We use an exponential function to model the influence, i.e. λ(t) = λ 0 (t)exp(Xβ), X is an N ×t matrix. As showed in this model, the hazards are proportional, which was first proposed by Cox (1972) . Let R j denote the risk set at time y j , that is, {y i : y i ≤y j ,i ∈ {1,...,N}}. The Cox proportional regression model relates the time passes before the event (death of patients) occurs to the covariates (gene expression) that may be associated with that quantity. The unique effect of a unit increase in gene expression is multiplicative with respect to the hazard rate. The Cox proportional model avoids making potentially untenable distributional assumptions about the hazard based on conditional probabilitiesgiven "an event happened at a particular time y j ", what the probability of observing l (with covariates X l ) is.
where the numerator of the most left fraction is the hazard for individual l at time y j , the denominator is the sum of all the hazards at y j for all the individuals who were at risk at y j . Each observed event contributes one term like above to the partial likelihood. The log partial likelihood is shown as follows:
where i, j ∈ {1,...,N}. We use the above log partial likelihood function as the objective function and seek to find a direction to maximize this objective function. Letˆβ denote the estimated coefficients by maximizing the log partial likelihood function. The amplitude ofˆβ reflects the relationship between the hazard function and gene expression from each time point. Signs ofˆβ reflect the relationship among gene expression of all time points. We then project the gene expression of individual time points to this direction and obtain the weighted gene expression i.e.ˆx = Xˆβ. We use the estimated weightedˆx as a new feature representing that gene. The weighted gene expression matrixˆX consist of p vectorsˆx with length of N.
Prediction model
After projecting the gene expression of individual time points to the "optimal direction", one can obtain the weighted gene expression. The relationship between survival and the weighted gene expression varies across genes. If we could discover the underlying genetic factors of the patients, often reflected by a group of genes acting together in pathways, then we would do a better job of predicting patient survival. Thus, variable selection is necessary. Traditional variable selection techniques for stationary gene expression data can be applied to the weighted gene expression. Among the many variable selection methods, SPC and the Lasso are two of the most important ones. Bair et al. (2006) extended and modified the SPC by preselecting a subset of genes based on a score statistic. In survival prediction, the score statistic for predictor g can be chosen as
where U g = l g , I g = −l g and l g is the partial likelihood relating the data for a single predictor and the outcome. The Lasso is a shrinkage and selection method for linear regression. It minimizes the usual sum of squared errors, with a bound on the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients. It has connections to soft-thresholding of wavelet coefficients, forward stagewise regression, and boosting methods. Instead of minimizing the sum of squared errors, Park and Hastie (2007) and Friedman, Hastie, and et al. (2010) extended the Lasso technique in Tibshirani (1996) to the Cox regression model by maximizing the log-likelihood function. Let {(ˆx i ,y i ,δ i ) :
..,N} be N triples of p estimated weighted gene expression, a response indicates the survival time and a binary indicator δ i = 1 for complete (died) observations and δ i = 0 for right-censored patients. R j is the risk set at time y j . The objective function with L 1 constraint is showed as following.
subject to ∑|αi|≤s Coefficients are found to maximize the above objective function. Va r i a b l e selection is archived via the coordinate descent algorithm. Va r i a b l e with non-zero coefficients will be selected as the predictors.
We can use either of these two methods to do variable selection based on the weighted gene expression. In the supervised principal component analysis scenario, the algorithm is as follows:
• Compute the multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression coefficients for all time points of each feature. Obtain the weighted predictorsˆX, with X i denoting the usual vector of predictors (ˆx 1 ,...,ˆx p ) for the i th individual.
• Center the weighted gene expression • Compute the score statistic for each gene based on the weighted gene expression.
• Form a reduced data matrix consisting of only those genes whose score statistic exceeds a threshold θ in absolute value (θ is estimated by cross-validation).
• Compute the first (or first few) principal components of the reduced data matrix.
• Use these principal component(s) in a Cox proportional hazard regression model to predict the outcome.
To choose the value of the tuning parameter θ, we use two-fold crossvalidation. One note about cross-validation is that we need to recalculate the coefficients in cross-validation, but not use the coefficients obtained from the training data. For selecting an appropriate value of θ, we recalculate theˆX * using the coefficientsˆβ obtained in the whole training data. We then center each component of X * using the means derived from the training dataˆX. Instead of doing SVD onˆX * , we derive the predictor using the right singular vectors derived from training data.
Alternatively, we can choose the Cox regression model with the Lasso penalty Park and Hastie (2007) , Friedman et al. (2010) to select variables based on the weighted gene expression. The use of the L 1 − penalty Cox regression model in the second stage is carried out as follows:
• Va r i a b l e selection is archived by maximizing the following objective function.
subject to ∑|αi|≤s. The tuning parameter s is estimated by cross-validation.
• The predictors with non-zeroˆα are the selected predictors. Use the selected non-zero predictors in a Cox proportional harzard regression model to predict the outcome.
Given the test data, we project the time course gene expression of the test data and obtain the weighted gene expression using the optimal direction estimated from the training data. We use these weighted gene expressions in a Cox proportional model. The coefficients in the Cox proportional model are the estimated coefficientsˆα obtained from training data. To separate patients into two groups, we calculate the mean of α ˆX train and use this value as a cutoff. For each patient in the test data set, we compare α ˆX test with the cutoff. Patients with α ˆX test > E(α ˆX train ) belong to the "high-risk" group; the rest belong to the "low-risk" group. We use the log-rank statistic to test the significance of the separation. We call our method using SPC in the model selection step as TSPC and use Lasso in model selection as TCoxL1.
Results

Simulation study
We performed a simulation study to validate the performance of our method. The simulated data set X k at time point k consisted of 1000 "genes" (rows) and 100 "patients" (columns). Here we considered three time points. Let x k gj , k ∈ 1,2,3 denote the "expression level" of the gene g and patient j at time point k. We generated the data as follows:
Here, ε b ∈ N(0,2.5) and ε t ∈ N(0,2). The µ j is a uniform random variable on (0,1) and I(x) is an indicator function. We introduced the time course structure in genes indexed from 1 to 100.
The survival times were generated as follows. First, we generated the true survival times (denoted by y j , j ∈ {1,...,100}) of the patients. For patient 1 ∼ 50, the true survival times were generated as normal random numbers with a mean of 6 and a standard deviation of 1. For patient 51 ∼ 100, the true survival times were generated as normal random numbers with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 1. Second, we generated censoring times, which were denoted by c j , j ∈ {1,...,100}. For each patient, a censoring time was generated as a normal random number with a mean of 12 and a standard deviation of 2. Third, the observed survival times of patients were generated by t j = min(y j ,c j ). If the censoring time turned out to be less than the true survival time, the observation was considered as being censored. After generating the training data sets, we generated the test data sets by the same manner independently.
According to the above survival time generation method, patients 1 ∼ 50 were defined as "high-risk", while patients 51 ∼ 100 were defined as "low-risk". We generated the simulation data sets 10 times independently, and applied the prediction on each simulation. For each tuning parameter, we recorded prediction performance and averaged them across 10 times independent simulation.
We compared TSPC using the time course data with SPC using individual time points. The performance of prediction was characterized by the log-rank test p-values. In the original SPC method, the tuning parameter is the Cox-score, which has different ranges for different time points. To make the prediction performance comparable, we used the number of features (genes) as the tuning parameter. As shown in (Figure 1 ), SPC on individual time points 1, 2, and 3 gives unsatisfied prediction results, irrespective of how many features are used. To investigate whether simply combining the three time points (without considering the time course structure as TSPC does) can generate better results, we generated a big matrix by pooling the simulated gene expression from the three time points. Again, applying SPC on the pooled data set does not increase the prediction performance (Figure 1) . On the contrary, TSPC gives much better results over SPC on individual time points, and simply pooled data set across the three time points (Figure 1 ). It suggests that TSPC successfully captures the time course structures of genes reflecting to the outcome.
We again compared TCoxL1 with the ordinary L 1 − penalty Cox regression model using individual time points. Similarly, TCoxL1 has better performance over the L 1 − penalty Cox regression model on the three individual time points, as well as the simply pooled data set (Figure 2 ). The prediction performance of TCoxL1, however, is not as high as TSPC. In the subsequent analysis, we focused on the application of TSPC on real data. Figure 1: Methods comparison using simulated data. Black: TSPC, using SPC as the second step; red: SPC 1, SPC using the first time point; green: SPC 2, SPC using the second time point; blue: SPC 3, SPC using the third time point; cyan: SPC C, applying SPC to the data set combing all the three time points. Yaxis is the pvalue of Log rank test. The five short bars in black, red, green, blue and cyan colors mean the average of standard error of p-values from each method respectively.
Survival analysis of burn patients
We applied our method to burn disease. Patients can have dramatically different outcomes after suffering a burn injury. We aim to uncover the biological reasons and improve the current medical prognosis by building genetic predictors. Patients are monitored for changes in their clinical status, such as organ failure. Blood samples are drawn over the first days, months and years after the injury to obtain gene expression over time. We focus on the survival prediction of the burn patients using the number of days between injury and death or the day we stop monitoring as the outcome. We begin by introducing preprocessing gene expression data, then describe the application of our method on this burn data as well as the comparison with straightforward prediction methods using individual time points. In the Glue Grant project, a large scale collaborative effort, the blood samples of 123 burn patients were collected and the gene expression levels were measured by the Affymetrix HU133 Plus 2.0 arrays. The data was downloaded from the Glue Grant website (http://www.gluegrant.org/). Sample preparation was described in Zhou et al. (2010) . Each array consisted of about 50,000 probe sets. Patients were monitored according to time. In our study, we used the data from the early stage (0 day to 10 days with three days median time) and the middle stage (11 days to 49 days with 19 days median time). Gene expression data was calculated and normalized by dChip (Li and Wong (2001) ) and further reduced to 7354 probe sets with the coefficient of variation (standard deviation/mean) larger than 0.8. We used gene expression from early and middle stages to build the predictors. For patients with several measurements during early or middle stages, we took the median gene expression. The outcome of our prediction study is "the death day since the injury" of patients. The maximum death day is 195. If patients survived, we treat them as censored at the 196 th day.
We first applied TSPC on the survival analysis of burn patients using the early and middle stage gene expression data set. The 123 patients were randomly divided into a training set with a size of 62 and a test set with a size of 61. The training set was used to learn the weights (ˆβ 1 andˆβ 2 ) for the early stage and the middle stage gene expression, respectively. Predictors were constructed as the weighted gene expression data. Two-fold cross-validation was employed to select the number of predictors from the training set, based on the first principal component. This resulted in 259 genes as the predictors. Then, the first principal component was used for the prediction on the test data. Based on the scores of predictors, patients in the test data set were divided into two groups -the high-risk group and the lowrisk group, with the cutoff of the median of scores obtained from training data. We applied the log-rank test on the two group patients. The log-rank test on the test set is very significant with a p-value 4.3 × 10 −5 (Figure 3) . It suggests that with TSPC the early and middle stage gene expression levels of burn patients are predictive for the survival time.
We next investigated whether the predictions of TSPC were implicated in other important clinical outcomes. We studied the distributions of the clinical outcomes on the TSPC predictions of the high-risk and low-risk patients. In figure 4 we plotted the distribution of continuous clinical outcomes on the high-risk and lowrisk patients. The two clinical outcomes are the maximum Denver multiple organ failure (MOF) score (MAX DENVER 2 SCORE) which grades four organ dysfunctions (lung, kidney, liver, and heart), acute care length of stay and discharged to Figure 3 : Log-rank test on the test data set of burn patients by TSPC. inpatient rehabilitation (ACUTE CARE LENGTH OF STAY). One-sided Wilcoxtest indicates that high-risk patients have higher MOF (p-value = 1.5 × 10 −3 ). Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of categorical outcomes on predicted high-risk and low-risk patients. It shows that high-risk patients have higher death rate, higher noninfectious complication rate, lower acute care and lower burn wound infection. The results indicate that the TSPC predictions are suggestive of related clinical outcomes.
We also studied the biological meanings of the 259 selected predictor genes. We used the Ingenuity pathway analysis tool (http://www.ingenuity.com/) to perform functional analysis on the genes. The enriched canonical pathways were shown in Figure 6 . These pathways are involved in the functions of signal transduction, inflammatory response, immune response functions, etc., consistent with the nature of the burn disease. We showed the heatmap of the gene expression of the "response to wounding" and "immune response" pathways in Figure 7 . It demonstrates that although either of the early and middle stages of gene expression are slightly distinguishable between the high-risk and low-risk patients, the weighted gene expression levels are very distinct between the two groups.
The weights of the early and middle stage expression of the 259 genes were shown in Figure 8 . The amplitude of (ˆβ 1 ,ˆβ 2 ) reflects the contribution of gene expression from each time point. The sign ofˆβ 1 ×ˆβ 2 reflects the relationship between two time points. If the sign ofˆβ 1 ×ˆβ 2 is positive, it means that the two time points have additive effects on the outcome. If the sign ofˆβ 1 ×ˆβ 2 is negative, it suggests that the outcome is related to the trend of that gene along time. The amplitude of the weights acts as a significant factor to the time course effect because the odd ratio is 2.24 with 95% confidence interval (1.16,4.33). The percentage of contrary-sign weights is 0.47 within the "inflammatory response" pathways; while the percentage of |ˆβ 2 |>|ˆβ 1 | is 0.84. This is consistent with the fact shown in Figure 7 that gene expression of the patients with different outcomes in the middle stage is higher than the early stage.
To investigate the significance of gene expression on burn patients' survival analysis, we compared the prediction performance of longitudinal gene expression 12 Statistical Applications in Genetics and Molecular Biology, Vol. 9 [2010 ], Iss. 1, Art. 41 DOI: 10.2202 /1544 -6115.1617 data with those of clinical variables. Ryan, Schoenfeld, and et al. (1998) studied the probability of death of burn patients based on clinical variables such as age, sex, and the injury percentage of the body-surface area, etc. We performed survival analysis Table 1 , the gene predictors are much better than the tested clinical variables. Finally, to check whether predictors using the longitudinal gene expression are better than using the individual time points, we compared the prediction perfor- mance of TSPC and SPC on the early or middle stages or the pooled data from the two stages. We repeated the prediction by randomly splitting the 123 samples into the training and test sets for 30 times. In each randomization, the model parameters were learned from the training set and tested on the test set for all methods. The averaged prediction performance on test data was shown in Figure 9 . One can see that our method using the longitudinal gene expression has the best performance.
Discussion
We have proposed a new statistical prediction method in the survival analysis scenario using the longitudinal gene expression. The key idea is first projecting time course gene expression to an "optimal direction", then incorporating model selection and dimension reduction strategies to extract predictors. As the weights for the projection of test data are the same weights obtained from training data, the homogenousness of data is critical. If there are strong batch effects between training data and test data, the estimated "optimal direction" of test data can be very much different from true "optimal direction". Batch effects should be removed in the first place. In the second stage, we used two particular methods -SPCA and Cox regression with L 1 penalty. However, procedures of the second stage are not limited to these two methods. Other methods like forward stagewise regression and boosting methods can be used to do variable selection. One can choose an appro-: Methods comparison using burn data. Black: TSPC; red: SPC E, SPC using the early time point; green: SPC M, SPC using the middle time point; blue: SPC C, applying SPC to the data set combing the early and middle time points. Y-a x i s is the -log(pvalue of Log rank test) priate variable selection method depending on the situation and preference. Besides of survival outcomes, it will be interesting to predict other types of outcomes such as binary, category and continuous outcomes using longitudinal gene expression in future.
Our studies on the burn data and simulated data show that appropriate use of longitudinal structure of gene expression can improve the power of prediction. For the clinical study perspective, it is straightforward to monitor patient status and measure the time course gene expression. The genome-wide dynamic regulation of gene expression is attracting more and more interest. As more time course data are generated, our prediction approach will have wider applications.
